NCAA Division III Wrestling
No. 17 Stevens (11-3; 6-0 (Centennial)) vs. Washington & Lee (8-4; 3-2 (Centennial))
Saturday, February 3, 2018
McDaniel College
Westminster, Md.
SIT WL
125# - Joey Borai (SIT) over Ethan Hartman (WL) (Dec. 8-1); Stevens leading 3-0
133# - #1 Troy Stanich (SIT) over Matt Mueller (WL) (Fall Time Unknown); Stevens leading 9-0
141# - #4 Brett Kaliner (SIT) over Zach Bylykbashi (WL) (Dec. 7-1); Stevens leading 12-0
149# - Dylan Van Sickell (SIT) over Bryce Crew (WL) (Dec. 7-2); Stevens leading 15-0
157# - #4 Zach Wilhelm (SIT) over Shane Connors (WL) (Dec. 7-2); Stevens leading 18-0
165# - Thomas Poklikuha (SIT) over Alec Alexander Home (WL) (MD 16-7); Stevens leading 22-0
174# - Brandon LeFore (WL) over Josh Smith (SIT) (MD 9-1); Stevens leading 22-4
184# - Rexx Hallyburton (WL) over Bruce Parola (SIT) (Fall Time Unknown); Stevens leading 22-10
197# - Colin Myles (SIT) over Zach England (MD 12-4); Stevens leading 26-10
285# - Matthew Kaminer (WL) over Joe Moreno (SIT) (SV-1 3-1); Stevens leading 26-13

Final Score: No. 17 Stevens: 26; Washington & Lee: 13

Exhibition Matches
149# - Aaron Wolfang (SIT) over William Medick (WL) (Dec. 8-3)
165# - Dane Morgan (JHU) over Stephen Friedman (SIT) (Dec. 6-3)

NCAA Division III Wrestling
No. 17 Stevens (12-3; 7-0 (Centennial)) vs. Johns Hopkins (7-2; 5-1 (Centennial))
Saturday, February 3, 2018
McDaniel College
Westminster, Md.
SIT JHU
125# - Joey Borai (SIT) over Christian Vallis (JHU) (Dec. 6-1); Stevens leading 3-0
133# - #1 Troy Stanich (SIT) over Ricky Cavallo (JHU) (Dec. 6-1); Stevens leading 6-0
141# - #4 Brett Kaliner (SIT) over Lucas Escobar (JHU) (TF (time unknown). 17-2); Stevens leading 11-0
149# - Dylan Van Sickell (SIT) over Connor Joyce (JHU) (Dec. 8-2); Stevens leading 14-0
157# - #4 Zach Wilhelm (SIT) over Dominick Reyes (JHU) (Dec. 8-1); Stevens leading 17-0
165# - Josh Smith (SIT) over Nathan Wertheimer (JHU) (MD 14-2); Stevens leading 21-0
174# - Carl Vasti (SIT) over William Gilliam (JHU) (Dec. 4-1); Stevens leading 24-0
184# - Isaac Morales (JHU) over Bruce Parola (SIT) (Dec. 4-1); Stevens leading 24-3
197# - Colin Myles (SIT) over Karl Tayeb (JHU) (Dec. 8-5); Stevens leading 27-3
285# - Joe Moreno (SIT) over Henri Behaeghel (JHU) (Dec. 3-0); Stevens leading 30-3

Final Score: No. 17 Stevens: 30; Johns Hopkins: 3

Rankings are NWCA